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The Bob Kemp Cup is decided
The first chance to compete for silverware was the
Bob Kemp Cup, held in conjunction with the
Bognor Regis 25mile TT on Sunday 11th April.
Seven hardy HRC riders turned up on a sunny but
bitterly cold early morning start. A North Easterly
wind served to challenge riders in this early
season outing.
In a hard fought competition the winning
margin was only half a second per mile between
the number two Gary Ferrett, and the eventual
winner Andy Langdown. Betty was present to
watch the proceedings and cheer home the best
rider (who actually finished 6th out of the HRC
contingent!).
So already there are some ding dong battles
beginning for this season, with rivalries old and
new being started. Here’s to a close season for
both the competitions, trophies and the Points
awards. Turn to Part 2 to see all the latest Facts
and Figures of our club riders. The points are
already being fought over.
The Winner of the Bob Kemp Cup, Andy
Langdown pictured with Betty Kemp

URGENT NEWS:
FOR THE HRC organised PTTL 3 EVENT. 50mile TT Sunday 16th May
Due to roadworks just recently appearing in Southleigh road with traffic lights, the 50 mile TT has had to be
moved to the next nearest suitable course.
The new course will be the P901/50 Fontwell, Chichester, Arundel, Fontwell twice (a favourite
of the Bognor Regis CC). Full details may be obtained from Valerie who is promoting the event. (Remember
to get your entry in 10 days before the event to score event points for the HRC or prevent other clubs from
scoring them!). The EVENT HQ is the Aldingbourne County Centre at Norton near Fontwell. First rider off
06:30am as before.
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Sected highlights from Club events for April 2010
Sunday 11th April
The club competitors
with Betty Kemp. At this
event, Gary was
presented with the award
of the PTTL Veterans
plaque and Baseball Cap
for his 2009 overall
placing in that
competition.

From left to right: Den,
Gary, Andy, Betty,
Editor, Keith, Sean. (Also
note:The Dark Shadow
finally captured on film)

Tuesday 13th April
A full club room! 23 riders and terrific atmosphere. Standing room only.

Tuesday 20th April
Another full club room. 26riders, even less room. Fabulous weather to enable some quick times.

Tuesday 27th April
Full again 25 riders.Weather great.

Friday Track nights Mountbatten Centre
Den is a regular, and now our new man Andy L has tried it out taking his children with him. They had so much fun, a
road bike has been requested as a birthday present!

Details of the trip to the Calshot Indoor Cycling Track Saturday May 22nd
Track booked 11am til 2pm. Estimate first coach pick up 08.30am. Leave Calshot 2.15pm

This is a trip for all including friends and family of the club, whether you wish to cycle or just watch, picnic,
take photos or cheer on the riders. A coach is booked to get us there and back. Give your name to Keith
Drew or Chris McGuire. Costs:-To ride on the track with coaching (Harry J) £10. Track bike hire £9.
Coach return journey per person £6
If you wish to take your own fixed wheel, track bike (without brakes), inform Keith, Robin, or Chris,
and remove the pedals, ready for putting the bikes in the coach baggage area.
Names with the money required as quickly as possible.

The Cycling Montage spot entitled Hats
This one is for the women, I think. A Page 3 spot full of hunks in hats. Richard has gone for a more ‘arty’
collection of photos this month. This article is equivalent to 11,00 words this month. (Ok this saying is
wearing a little thin now!)
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Club members spotted out on the road and other rumours
Robin our Chairman, (and our Calshot coach driver) went up to Wembley to see the mightly Portsmouth beat
Tottenham Hotspurs 2 v.0, in the Semi-Finals of the FA Cup. He was in the company of some 84,500 other
football fans, but who does he bump into and say hello to, as the crowds are leaving the stadium ‘Pip
Bishop’! It’s a small world.

John Barrett, tandems, old friends, old cycle clubs (part 3)
With more reminiscing of old cycling friends, tandems and adventures……

So Ya Wanna Ride a Tandem? Ha!
By Pete Day
In issue No. 8 of the resurrected "Spoke" I told of the introduction to tandem riding of me and Pat Ballinger.
Quite a few miles have disappeared beneath our wheels, many enjoyable and some not so.
At this stage I don't want to put my reader off the delights of Captain and Stoker cycling but for the hell of it I will
describe some of our You-Tube type incidents. However I will say now that no tandemers were harmed in the telling
of this true story ... only our pride.
I finished the last tale with "Pat on the Back" but it wasn't always like that though we always started our rides in the
right order, me on the front and "Pat on the Back".
I remember one occasion when out with the Wheelers, somewhere near the back and beyond of Wotton, Malcolm
Jackson was leading up a steepish hill where we had adopted our slow-boat position at the rear of the group.
Having snicked through the gears (the dreaded Disraelis) to the lowest end of
the range, and just passing riders who were sensibly walking - though we had a
job keeping up with our dear late friend Lionel Wyatt who was also walking.
Suddenly a PING! and I was treading water. A broken chain! We came to a halt
then started rolling backwards (all slo-mo you understand). Mr. Gravity then
took over and tarmac here we come. My crash-hatted head said howdy-doody to
the road and in that split second my thoughts were with Pat who was a captive
audience on the back - or so I thought...
I must have been dazed. People were coming over to help. I was still lying
down like an upturned turtle, feet still locked in the pedals, and looked back,
expecting the worse to have happened to dear Pattie. But she was standing up.
Pat had instinctively detected a problem and had jumped off backwards,
aborting the sinking tandem, not unlike the technique used by cowboys - a stunt
which would prove useful on later rides!
Eventually she asked "Why didn't you put on the brakes?" she asked, referring
to the reversing we had just done.
"Er, it was a little busy up the front at the time" I retorted.
Another time on a Carol Service ride to Cam last Christmas, on our way to Frocester from Stanley Downton, the
road dipped down before a sharp climb on a bend. We had stopped before the descent to wait for some latecomers to
show
them the way, then when they caught us and left us (!) we whooshed down to tackle the climb, changing gears in
readiness. What we didn't realise was that there was black ice about, the front wheel went away on the slippery
camber and down we went.
You guessed it - Roy Rogers Ballinger was at it again leaping off and standing astride the stricken machine and
captain. No injuries just our old friend hurt pride.
Best Wishes John B.
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MEMORANDUM
TO; The Minister in charge of the CYCLE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
FROM; The Under Secretary of the Minister of Employment
APPLICABILITY; Which ever Government is elected, for all UK persons
DATE; April 2010.

………………………………………………………….
EARLY RETIREMENT
………………………………………………………….
The lack of success of various Government’s and their policies to increase the levels of situations
vacant in the job market, have led to a radical change in the job market with immediate effect. All
current workers at present over the age of 30 are to be put on early retirement. This scheme will be
known as being G.R.O.P.E.D (Government ‘Retire Older Persons Early’ Development).
Persons selected to be G.R.O.P.E.D can apply to Management to be eligible for the S.H.A.F.T. scheme
(Special Help After Retirement). Persons who have been GROPED and SHAFTED will be reviewed
under the S.C.R.E.W. scheme (Scheme for Retired Early Workers). A person may be GROPED only
once, SHAFTED twice and SCREWED as many times as Management deems appropriate.
Persons who have been GROPED can apply to get A.I.D.S. (Additional Income for Dependant or
Spouse) or H.E.R.P.E.S. (Half Earnings for Retired Personnel Early Severance). Obviously, persons
who have AIDS or HERPES will not be SHAFTED or SCREWED any further by Management.
Persons staying on will receive as much S.H.I.T.E (Special High Intensity Training Exercises) as
possible. We expect the Management to take great pride in the amount of SHITE it gives its staff.
All Personnel who feel that they do not receive enough SHITE may bring it to the attention of their
Section Manager. He/She has been trained to give all the SHITE that is available.
COPY TO FILE.
(Topical item, Thanks Derek.)

COMPETITION TIME- We have a winner.
Can you see it? Check out the Presidents photo on the front page of the March Newsletter. There appears to be one
member of a 2 up TT team from Marwell Zoo who was also disappointed by the weather. He or she appears to be
rather over familiar with Peter. Who or what is it? Answer and competition winner next month.

The Winner Hi Chris,
I claim first prize for spotting the Gorilla sitting on the Presidents shoulders. (A great combination of a back
ground tree and patterns on the red rain jacket). Cheers. Derek H.
Well done Derek for being ‘eagle eyed’ and the first ‘cat out of the ‘bag’. Derek wins as much tea as he can
manage, on a Tuesday club night of his choosing, courtesy of the Editor.
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May’s Competition PLAYTIME.
Have you heard about the HRC rider that when attempting to ride his bike promptly fell off, and
realized he had forgotten how to balance !!!!!?????
Clue..... He had cycled over 400 miles on a turbo trainer and this was his first 'real' bike ride for
over a month.
First correct answer to the 'editor' wins a free 1 hour training ride.

POSTBAG
A little quiet but maybe some useful accomodation if you are going to see the Tourt
From: Deborah Sage [mailto:deborah.sage1@ntlworld.com]
Sent: 08 April 2010 10:14
To: peter.courtnell@talktalk.net
Subject: La Tour de France ‘Accomodation available.’

From the 10th July to 15th July the Tour will be passing through the Signature Series Alps. If anyone is interested I
have an apartment to rent in La Grande Terche which has the village of Saint Jean D'Aulps at the foot of it. Morzine Avoriaz is approximately 7km from the apartment. Please contact me either by e-mail or telephone 02392 372591 if you or anyone
you know is looking for accommodation. The apartment sleeps 8 and the cost of rental is One hundred and fifty pounds a night.
Thanks for taking the time to read this and to circulate amongst your cycling club.

With regards, Deborah Sage

An email from WEST DEAN STORES next:-

My name is Geoff Collier and my wife Jan and I run West Dean Stores. If you don’t know where we are, we
are situated down the lane to the side of the Selsey Arms on the main A286. We have been fortunate to
accommodate many cyclists at out tea garden in the last three years since we have been here.
I am contacting your club to let you know that we have recently invested in the cafeteria/food
service side of the store. We have always been able to offerhot drinks and packaged cakes and biscuits,
but now we have the facility to offer hot food in the guise or cafe type fare i.e. bacon rolls, chips, burgers
etc. and we shall be doing cream teas throughout the summer served via our ‘Servery’counter so that you
no longer need to go into the shop should you only require a cuppa! Of course all the other goodies are
still available: ice creams, cold drinks, etc.
Best Regards, Geoff and Jane Collier.

Editors Ramblings
Well, it’s good to be off and racing again at our Summer HQ. Also,the number of comments from riders
from other club’s, about how well organised things are, and what a great atmosphere there is in the club
room where there is ‘standing room only’, are very pleasing. Those involved who contribute to this deserve a
pat on the back.
On the road competition is fierce yet again and already the points table is showing this battle.
Riding wise, I am just trying to do what I can, and may well be encouraged to get our more over Lavant way
with the promise of the West Dean Stores. Maybe over the next few months, I may do some roving reporting
and eating and give the menu there a good checking out, on expenses of course as it is for the newsletter.. I
think we can fit in a good food guide section in the newsletter. Incidentally, my Editors piece on the HRC
good beer guide in the Barley Mow and Richmond Arms is being held up until those expenses are paid too. I
hope to see you out on the road or at Calshot or at West Dean or the Barley Mow.
The Editor
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HRC EVENTS featuring HRC riders
Cool and sunny, with a North Easterly wind .
Bob Kemp 25 TT
11th April 2010

BRCC P901

Actual Time
Hr.min.sec

Winner
R.DIDIMUS

VC St
RAPHAEL

57.25

A.LANGDOWN

HRC

G.FERRETT

Handicap
time

Points

1.03.13

1.03.13

3

HRC

1.03.26

1.03.26

2

S.FARRUGIA

HRC

1.07.39

59.08

1+3(H)

D.TAPPING

HRC

1.10.36

1.03.04

1(H)

K.DREW

HRC

1.12.19

1.04.27

C.McGUIRE

HRC

1.17.42

1.02.51

D.WATT

HRC

DNF (mech)

2(H)

Sunny
HRC 10M TT 13th
April 2010

P843
Club

Actual Time
Min.sec

Winner
Nick Andrews
Andy Langdown
Paul Whitehead
Den Tapping
Sean Farrugia
Duncan Watt
Ryan Adams
Keith Drew

PNECC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC

23.24
25.19
26.50
27.11
27.42
27.53
39.24
DNF (Pun)

Handicap
time

Points

24.06

3

23.49

2+2(H)

23.18

1+3(H)

23.50

1(H)

none
none

Sunny again with a stiff Westerly wind.
HRC 10M TT 20th
April 2010

Winner Ivan Prince
Andy Langdown
Paul Whitehead
Den Tapping
Sean Farrugia
Keith Drew
Chris McGuire
Ryan Adams

P843
Club
SDV
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC

Actual Time
Min.sec
24.07
24.36
25.34
26.29
26.50
27.27
29.22
39.50

Handicap
time

Points

22.09

3+1(H)

21.36

2+3(H)

22.10

1

21.59

2(H)

24.08
23.19
23.11
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First P841 sunny yet again, wind possibly North Westerly.
HRC 10M TT 27th
April 2010

Winner Phill Sykes
Andy Langdown
Paul Whitehead
Den Tapping
Sean Farrugia
Keith Drew
Chris McGuire

P841
Club
Sigma
Sports
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC

Actual Time
Min.sec
21.51

Handicap
time

Points

24.14
25.12
25.30
26.22
27.09
29.08

22.20

3

22.12

2+2(H)

21.43

1+3(H)

22.14

1(H)

23.24
22.29

2010 Handicap points:
(Subject to checking by the Handicapper Bert Nancarrow and each Club rider’s own results)
Event
R Adams
K Drew
S Farrugia
G Ferret
A Langdown
C McGuire
D Tapping
D Watt
P Whitehead

11/04

13/04

20/04

27/04

4/05

16/05

18/05

25/05

Total

1+3(H) 1(H)
2(H)
1(H)
2
3
3
3+1(H) 3
2(H)
1(H)
1+3(H) 1
1+3(H)

8
2
13
2
10

2+2(H) 2+3(H) 2+2(H)
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Other events in the area featuring Club riders:
Team Axiom 10m P829 Mon 12th April
Gary Ferrett 26.10
Dee Ferrett 36.17

BRCC 8mile (Part P912/10) Thurs 22nd April
M Churcher 26.17
R Adams 29.41

FWCC 10mile TT P829 Thurs 22nd April
Gary Ferrett 25.09
Dee Ferrett 35.55

EVENTS TO ENTER
Remember, if you hear of races and events, then do let me know and I’ll feature it here. You may find you
will have others interested to participate as well.
Don’t forget send your race times from other events to the Editor for printing in the next newsletter.
Track riding on Friday nights using Road Bikes: 6.30pm to 7.30pm
£3 adults, childrens less! Mountbatten Centre floodlit outdoor track, Portsmouth. All abilities welcome.
Then Track riding on Friday nights using Fixed gear Bikes: 7.30pm to 8.30pm, (fixed bikes for hire).
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